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Introduction

• Spasticity, a state of hyperactive reflexes and

hypertonic musculature, often follows chronic spinal

cord injury (SCI) and is a major complaint of SCI

patients as well as an obstacle to functional

locomotor recovery [6,7].

• The precise causes of spasticity after SCI are still

poorly understood, but changes in motoneuron

membrane properties seem to play a role.

• Plateau potentials, extended depolarizations of the

cell membrane, have been found in rat sacro-caudal

motoneurons after SCI and result in prolonged, self-

sustained firing following brief stimuli, thus

contributing to spasticity [1,2,3].

• These plateau potentials have been found to be

caused by voltage-dependent sodium and potassium

persistent inward currents (PICs) that either appear

or become unmasked following SCI [9]

• Recent evidence indicates that plateau potentials are

also present in human motoneurons [5].

• Here, a computational model was developed to

mimic the behavior of rat motoneurons after acute

and chronic SCI as seen experimentally in Refs. [3]

and [13].

• The model was used to examine the effects of the

calcium PIC on altering the behavior of motoneurons.

• Single-compartment conductance-based model 

• Based on a previous vertebrate motoneuron model [4] 

• Current balance equation for “chronic model” is:

Cm : membrane conductance

V : membrane voltage

INa : Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) like sodium current

IK-dr : HH like potassium delayed rectifier current

ICa : calcium current

IK(Ca) : calcium-dependent potassium current

INa-P : sodium persistent inward current

ICa-P : calcium persistent inward current

IL : leak current

Iapp : applied (injected) current

• Currents defined as:

gx : maximum ionic conductance 

mx,hx,nx : gating kinetics parameters 

Ex : reversal potential 

[Ca] : intracellular calcium concentration

SCa : half-saturation concentration of calcium

• Intracellular calcium concentration modeled as:

f : ratio of free to bound calcium 

α : conversion factor to change Ca currents into Ca concentrations

rCa : calcium removal rate  

• The α parameters implicitly involve cell membrane

surface area and cell volume, though these values are

not explicitly calculated.

• Separate conversion factors, α1 and α2, for the two

calcium currents were included to account for the fact

that the currents are likely localized differently, and thus

affect the Ca concentration in the soma differently [8].

The Model
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Results

Acute

• Spiking begins/ends at near the same current level

during current ramps.

• Frequency vs. current curve is linear or slightly

clockwise.

• Spiking ends when pulse current ends.

• Frequency of spiking is constant during pulse current.

Chronic

• Spiking ends at lower current values than it begins at

during current ramps.

• Frequency vs. current curve is counterclockwise.

• Prolonged self-sustained firing seen after current pulse

ends.

• Frequency of spiking increases during pulse current,

decreases after pulse.

Calcium PIC and Plateau Potential in Chronic Model

• Spiking was eliminated by setting sodium conductances

to zero (Fig. 2).

• Plateau magnitude/duration depends on interaction

between depolarizing calcium PIC and repolarizing

calcium-dependent potassium current (IK(Ca)).

• The conversion factor α2 determines how much of the

calcium PIC is available to activate IK(Ca).

• Low values of α2 result in low IK(Ca) activation, thus larger,

longer plateaus. High values have opposite effect
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Figure 2: Experimental and Modeling Results for Injected Ramp Current after Sodium Channel Block.  Left figure is 

from Ref. [9].  Right figure shows effects of changing α2 value on plateau potential behavior.
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Figure 3: Effect of gCa-P on model hysteresis during injected ramp currents.

Response to Current Injection

The model mimics behavior of acute and chronic SCI moto-

neurons during ramp and pulse current injections (Fig. 1):
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• The behavior of acute and chronic SCI rat motoneurons

was reasonably modeled with a small number of currents.

• The PICs are the only addition necessary to create

plateau potentials in the chronic model

• The plateau potentials in the model depend on the PICs

and their interaction with other currents.

• The computational models developed here could, in later

studies, be included in simple networks in order to

explore the role of intrinsic motoneuron properties in

altering reflex activity after SCI.

Conclusions

Acute SCI Chronic SCI
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Figure 1: Comparison of Experimental and Modeling Results for Injected Ramp and 

Pulse Currents.  First and third column figures are from Ref. [3].

Calcium PIC and Hysteresis in Chronic Model

• Hysteresis in the frequency vs. current curves is affected

by the magnitude of the calcium PIC (Fig. 3).

• At low values of gCa-P, and thus low magnitudes of ICa-P,

the hysteretic effect is lessened.

• As the magnitude of gCa-P increases, the degree of

hysteresis increases dramatically.

• This hysteresis is due to positive feedback: depolarizing

Ca PIC increases spike frequency, increasing average

membrane potential, increasing magnitude of the Ca PIC.

• This cycle is interrupted when the Ca concentration rises

high enough to fully activate the repolarizing calcium-

dependent potassium current.


